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Tunable pores (TPs) have been used for resistive pulse sensing of 1 lm
superparamagnetic beads, both dispersed and within a magnetic field. Upon
application of this field, magnetic supraparticle structures (SPSs) were observed.
Onset of aggregation was most effectively indicated by an increase in the mean event
magnitude, with data collected using an automated thresholding method. Simulations
enabled discrimination between resistive pulses caused by dimers and individual
particles. Distinct but time-correlated peaks were often observed, suggesting that
SPSs became separated in pressure-driven flow focused at the pore constriction. The
distinct properties of magnetophoretic and pressure-driven transport mechanisms can
explain variations in the event rate when particles move through an asymmetric pore
in either direction, with or without a magnetic field applied. Use of TPs for resistive
pulse sensing holds potential for efficient, versatile analysis and measurement of
nano- and microparticles, while magnetic beads and particle aggregation play
C 2012 American
important roles in many prospective biosensing applications. V
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3673596]

I. INTRODUCTION

When a particle passes through a thin channel filled and surrounded by aqueous electrolyte,
there is a transient change in the channel’s ionic resistance, known as a “resistive pulse.”
Resistive pulse sensing, which enables high-throughput analysis of individual micro- and
nanoparticles, was developed by Coulter1 and applied to cell counters. In the 1970s, deBlois
and co-workers used resistive pulse sensing to investigate organisms on scales of hundreds of
nanometers.2,3 The recent flourishing of nano- and biotechnologies has sparked renewed interest
in dispersed micro- and nanoparticles. In parallel, resistive pulse sensing has been revived,
particularly for studies of DNA (Refs. 4–15) following the first report of single-molecule DNA
sensing using biological nanopores in 1996.4
Consequently, resistive pulse research has diversified over three orders of length scale magnitude, from single molecules to cells.16 Within this range, many particle types present opportunities for improved characterization or quality control—drug delivery capsules, viruses, functionalized particles for diagnostic assays, blood platelets, emulsions, and magnetic beads are a
few important examples. The sophistication of resistive pulse sensing has also increased, making use of channels made from carbon nanotubes,17,18 glass,19–23 silicon,5,8,15,24 polymers,25–28
and elastomers.29–38 Resistive pulses can now be used for study and measurement of particle
size,2,3,17,18,20,21,34 concentration,33 and charge.17,38 There is clear potential to extend applications towards sensing of complicated dynamic interactions24 and specific particle shapes.
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In this paper, we report the use of tunable pores (TPs) for resistive pulse sensing of superparamagnetic beads (SPMs). TPs are fabricated by puncturing a thin elastomeric membrane.29,30
This membrane can be reversibly actuated on macroscopic scales in order to stretch and relax
the micro- to nanoscale conical pore geometry.31 The ionic current passing through a TP can
vary by at least an order of magnitude when the pore is stretched.32 Therefore, any individual
pore specimen has considerable versatility relating to the size of particles it can analyze. TPs
can be manufactured to target any particular particle type(s) of the order of tens of nanometers
or larger, and sensing of individual DNA plasmids has been reported.29 In addition to particle
size,34 concentration,33 and charge,38 TPs have been used to study multimodal particle size distributions,30,36 surface-modified particles,36,37 and the effects of solution pH on particle transport.33 Recently, a semi-analytic approach was developed to simulate resistive pulses in TPs,
and this was used to investigate pulse asymmetry.35 Pore blockages caused by impurities,
aggregation, polydispersity, or surface adhesion are an impediment in most resistive pulse
experiments. TPs enable removal of blockages by stretching the membrane to allow an oversize
particle to pass through the pore or by forced removal when an overpressure is applied on either side of the membrane. In the case of terminal blockages, replacement pores from the same
fabrication batch have similar physical characteristics.31
SPMs are finding many applications on sub-cellular length scales, especially in biomedical,39 microfluidic, and microTAS technologies.40 They are of particular benefit in assay development and biological handling applications, providing an efficient and cost-effective way to
separate and pre-concentrate analytes from solutions.41–44 Their versatility has been demonstrated by use in conjunction with techniques such as the polymerase chain reaction,45 mass
spectroscopy,46 and high-throughput linear magnetophoresis (LM) assays.41,47–50 Precise application of magnetic fields has enabled device-based quadrupole sorting,51–54 active bead transport for biosensing,55 and dynamic manipulation of magnetic supraparticle structures (SPSs).56
For applications in which target analytes contain multiple binding sites or epitopes, it is possible for the target to bind to multiple beads simultaneously, leading to aggregation.41,57–59
Multiple-particle binding has been used in LM, allowing detection of the dengue virus at 10
plaque forming units ml1.41 Alternative methods monitor aggregation using chain length,60 turbidity,57 or changes in magnetic properties when particles are in close proximity to each
other.58
The fundamental reason for the high utility of SPMs is that the physics of bead manipulation is independent of usual microfluidic and biological processes.40 In resistive pulse sensing,
physical mechanisms for driving particles through the constriction can be summarized by
Nernst-Planck theory, which gives the particle flux through a pore,
J ¼ DrC þ

fC
E þ Cvc þ Jm :
g

(1)

Here D is the diffusion coefficient, C is the particle concentration, E is the electric field, and 
and g are the solution permittivity and viscosity. Electrophoretic transport follows Smoluchowski’s approximation with particle zeta potential f, while vc and Jm are the convective flow velocity and the magnetophoretic flux, respectively. From left to right, the terms refer to diffusive,
electrophoretic and convective fluxes, with the latter incorporating pressure-driven and electroosmotic flows. The final term, magnetophoresis, is relevant for the case of magnetic beads in
an applied magnetic field.
Magnetophoresis has two specific points of difference in comparison with the other transport
mechanisms. Firstly, SPMs gain an induced dipole in a magnetic field, generating interparticle
forces which cause spontaneous clustering into magnetic SPSs.40 In resistive pulse experiments
using non-magnetic particles, long-range interparticle forces are not significant, so the particles
typically remain dispersed. In this case, the duration of a resistive pulse (Dt, roughly equivalent
to the time spent by the particle within the pore constriction) is much less than the average time
between resistive pulse “events” (T). Secondly, convective and electrophoretic transport are
focused at the pore constriction, where flow and electric fields are greatest. In contrast, the
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magnetic field is not strongly concentrated in the pore, because the relative permeabilities of nonmagnetic materials such as the membrane and the electrolyte are equal to 1, to within 1%.
We study resistive pulse sensing of 1 lm SPMs in the presence of a simple bar magnet.
We are not aware of previous publications detailing resistive pulse sensing of magnetic beads
in a magnetic field, although magnetoresistive detection of individual beads has been reported.61
We show how it is possible to control resistive pulse behavior by applying and switching magnetic fields. We study SPSs, recognizing that resistive pulse sensing has high potential for
detailed, real-time analysis of particle aggregation. This requires discrimination between clusters
of unknown size, shape, and orientation when the time between events may be comparable to
the duration of an event (Dt  T). Aggregation is an important issue for diagnostic assays, nanotoxicology62,63 and the stability of colloidal or emulsified dispersions. Resistive pulse experiments have been used to study aggregation of 10 lm polystyrene beads,64 crystals during
growth,65 and amyloids.66 Here, we take further steps towards cluster analysis in resistive pulse
sensing, utilizing the distinct transport properties of magnetic beads.
II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTS

The qNano apparatus (Fig. 1(a)) and a tunable pore specimen were supplied by Izon
Science (Christchurch, New Zealand). The pore is located within a thin (200 lm) membrane
at the center of a specimen made from thermoplastic polyurethane (Elastollan 1160D, BASF,
Fig. 1(b)). The septum is stretched and relaxed using pegs placed in holes at the ends of four
legs of the membrane. Separation between pegs on opposite legs was varied between 45 and
49 mm but is the same across both pairs of legs, so that the strain applied to the septum is predominantly radial.31 Aqueous electrolyte is contained within upper and lower fluid cells which
surround the membrane, and Ag=AgCl electrodes are embedded in each half of the cell.
Commercial polymer-coated magnetic beads (DynabeadsV MyOne, Invitrogen 650-11) of
monodisperse diameter 1 lm were suspended in 0.1 M KCl solution at pH 6.1 and concentration
4  108 ml1. The beads have negative electrophoretic mobility due to their carboxyl active
chemical functionality of 0.6 mmol g1 of beads (3.6  108 groups per bead). Between experiments, the solution containing the beads was ultrasonicated. The fluid cell and membrane were
cleaned using deionized water and dried using Kimwipes and in a stream of nitrogen. Solution
containing beads was added to the lower fluid cell, and 50 ll of the same solution without
beads was added to the upper cell. The TP was oriented so that the lower cell was adjacent to
the smaller pore entrance (Fig. 1(c)).
R

FIG. 1. The setup for tunable pore experiments. (a) The qNano apparatus with the specimen, fluid cell, and manometer
unit in place. To apply a magnetic field, a small bar magnet was placed on top of the fluid cell, adjacent to the manometer
attachment (at the red “x”). (b) The elastomeric specimen, which enables actuation of a pore within the thin central membrane. A schematic cross-section of a pore is shown in (c). A constriction of radius a is located a distance c from the lower
membrane surface, and the opening at the upper surface has radius b. The membrane thickness is d, the transmembrane
potential is V0, the downwards pressure head is P2  P1, and the r and z co-ordinates of a cylindrical polar co-ordinate system are indicated.
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The gravitational pressure in the top half of the cell is approximately 50 Pa,38 so transport
of particles upwards through the pore in zero magnetic field was driven by overpressure applied
to the lower fluid cell using a manometer (P1 > P2, Fig. 1). Although negative potential difference was applied to the lower electrode, pressure-driven flow dominated electrokinetic transport. In our experiments, the minimum ratio of pressure-driven to electrokinetic particle flux
can be estimated from Eq. (1) (see Ref. 33) by considering a constriction of the same size as
the smaller pore radius (2.5 lm) with 20 Pa pressure and V0 ¼ 0.1 V applied, and using a
high estimate of f ¼ 50 mV on a particle or pore surface. In this extreme case, the flux ratio
is greater than 4, and a more typical value (300 Pa pressure applied) is in excess of 50. To
induce magnetic transport and chain formation, a permanent magnet was placed on top of the
upper fluid cell, approximately 15 mm from the pore. The applied potential was  0.1 V in all
experiments, and ionic current was sampled at 50 kHz and recorded by the qNano’s instrument
control software (v2.1).
A. Columnar magnetic superparamagnetic structures

Columnar magnetic SPSs formed over 15 s in conditions similar to those used in resistive
pulse experiments (Fig. 2). It is known that columnar (or chain-like) SPSs form when beads are
placed in a uniform magnetic field,40 and the response time to magnetic field changes is also
consistent with previous work.61 When the magnetic field was removed, the beads redispersed
in the solution. It has been suggested that clusters of 1 lm beads can remain intact following
removal of a field, because the remnant (hysteretic) magnetic bead moment can dominate the
thermal energy.40 Such a calculation does not account for surface chemistries which are
designed to maintain stable dispersions. Clusters are also known to break up when they are
exposed to shear flows56 and (especially) following ultrasonication.
III. DATA PROCESSING AND MODELING
A. Data processing

In order to assist the study of aggregation, data from two automated event identification
methods were reconciled. The qNano instrument control software registered events by identifying pulses exceeding a threshold (50 pA) from the baseline current, which was averaged over a
time window (100 ms) adjacent to each event. The 50 pA threshold was of similar magnitude to
the peak-to-peak electronic noise, whereas RMS noise did not usually exceed 15 pA. Event
magnitude distributions and medians (200 pA or greater, see Sec. IV) comfortably exceeded
the threshold, indicating a good separation of event signals from the electronic noise. The second method used AXON CLAMPFIT software (v.10.1) to identify current pulses exceeding a userdefined threshold (independent of the baseline current) with event identification confirmed by
visual inspection. Both methods efficiently identify resistive pulses for dispersed beads
ðDt  TÞ. For clustered events (Dt  T), the baseline current at the commencement of successive events is poorly defined, so discrimination between events using thresholding is impossible,

FIG. 2. Images of columnar SPS formation. Taken using an Axioskop 2 FS plus microscope with a non-immersion Zeiss
LD Plan-Neofluar objective at 63  magnification, numerical aperture 0.75. The bead-containing solution and placement of
the bar magnet are consistent with the configuration in resistive pulse experiments.
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although the second automated method allows identification of multiple or convoluted events
during visual inspection. Automated data for clustered particles give a lower bound on the total
number of particles passing through the pore.
B. Model

Resistive pulse simulations were carried out using a semi-analytic model.34,35 Briefly, pore
resistance is calculated by integrating the unobstructed pore area along the z-axis (Fig. 1(c)),
assuming that the electrolyte resistivity is homogeneous and including the appropriate correction factor for a particle which is small in comparison with the pore size.3,34,67 The simulations
account for end effects and can calculate resistance when the particle is anywhere on the z-axis
of any azimuthally symmetric pore. Particle transport is dominated by pressure-driven flow,
where the volumetric flow rate Q is calculated using the approach of Dagan et al.68 for a cylindrical channel of finite length. The pressure drop in a half-space beyond a pore opening of radius x is given by Sampson flow,69
Pout ¼

3gQ
:
2x3

(2)

Flow within the pore is approximately parabolic (Poiseuille), because the pore radius RP(z)
varies slowly along the pore length, so
Pin ¼

ðd
0

8gQ
pRP ðzÞ4

dz:

(3)

Beyond the membrane, on-axis transport is estimated by calculating the flow within an artificial
cone, constructed to match the half-space pressure drop (Eq. (2)). This type of model has previously proved useful for exploring pulse magnitude and shape variations as a function of pore
and particle geometry.3,34,35 Similar approaches have been extensively applied in other resistive
pulse studies.15–17,23–25,28,70–72 For investigation of particle clusters, we extend the model to
accommodate multiple on-axis particles, thereby improving on the established approach for sizing spheres using the proportionality of pulse magnitude and particle volume.3,34
The pore geometry used was a truncated cone of larger opening radius b, with a symmetric
constriction of radius a located a distance c from the trans-membrane surface (Fig. 1(c)). This
geometry can reproduce the asymmetry of experimental resistive pulses.35 The pressure difference across the membrane was treated as an unknown in the model, along with a, b, and c. For
a particular experiment, the data used to find these parameters were (1) the baseline resistance
R0, averaged across all recorded events, (2) the average pulse magnitude of 25 near-median
events, (3) the full width quarter maximum (FWQM) event duration, and (4) fractional pulse
asymmetry35 at the FWQM, both averaged across 10 near-median events. Near-median events
were used for calibration to ensure that data were representative of typical, individual pulses,
and agreement with all four fitted parameters was obtained to better than 1%. During calibration, FWQM data were used in preference to full-width half maximum (FWHM) data (as used
elsewhere) for increased precision.
IV. RESULTS

Table I summarizes the experiments, which were classified as reverse (“R”) when P2 > P1,
so that particles moved downwards through the pore; otherwise they were normal (“N”). In a
typical experiment (Fig. 3(a)), the ionic current record commenced once steady events were
observed with no magnetic field. A negative potential V0 was applied, so the current is negative
and pulses point in the positive direction. The initial stages of the current record act as the control mode (“C”), with the magnetic field applied later (“MP”) and subsequently removed
(“MR”). Data collected for each mode include at least 100 events in each normal experiment,
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TABLE I. Summary of experimental data collected in three modes: prior to application of a magnetic field (control, “C”),
with the magnet present (“MP”) and with the magnet subsequently removed (“MR”). Blockages preclude comparison of all
three regimes in most cases. Pressures include the contribution of the gravitational head. Event magnitude and FWHM duration are mean values for all identified events.
P2  P1
Pa
620

Resistance
MX
60.02

Mode

Event rate
s1

Magnitude
nA

FWHM
ms

N1

569

1.19

C
MR

10.8
37.9

0.47 6 0.01
0.71 6 0.01

0.10 6 0.01
n=aa

N2

569

0.74

Experiment

N3
N4

372
372

C

11.6

0.33 6 0.01

0.12 6 0.01

MP
MR

15.6
14.9

0.39 6 0.01
0.41 6 0.01

0.14 6 0.01
0.13 6 0.01

0.74

C

5.2

0.27 6 0.01

0.13 6 0.01

0.72

MR
C

23.7
10.7

0.24 6 0.01
0.40 6 0.01

0.13 6 0.01
0.13 6 0.01

MP

17.3

0.57 6 0.01

n=aa

MR
C

156.6
16.1

0.45 6 0.01
0.20 6 0.01

n=aa
0.13 6 0.01

N5

274

0.62

N6

372

0.51

R1

20

0.90

R2

20

0.88

R3

20

0.78

MP

16.3

0.26 6 0.01

0.15 6 0.01

C
MP

19.3
31.6

0.17 6 0.01
0.20 6 0.01

0.12 6 0.01
0.12 6 0.01

C

8.8

0.45 6 0.01

0.60 6 0.01

MP

1.0

0.38 6 0.02

0.49 6 0.01

MR
C

0.1
0.5

0.41 6 0.01
0.30 6 0.01

0.54 6 0.03
0.82 6 0.03

MP

0.0

0.26 6 0.01

0.98 6 0.05

C
MP

2.2
0.1

0.25 6 0.01
0.19 6 0.01

1.16 6 0.03
0.90 6 0.06

MR

4.3

0.26 6 0.01

1.17 6 0.03

MP

0.4

0.19 6 0.02

1.23 6 0.16

a

Clustering prevents a meaningful average.

and a current record of at least 20 s in each reverse experiment. Data from transition periods
were not analyzed due to mechanical transients caused by shifting the bar magnet. Pore blockages were clearly identifiable as discontinuous jumps in the baseline current, and=or cessation
of recorded events. Such data were not analyzed, and blockages were removed between experiments by stretching the pore or by mechanically agitating the system. The degree of stretch
applied to the pore is indicated by the pore baseline resistance. Current baseline drift did not
typically exceed 0.015 nA s1 and did not exceed 0.05 nA s1 over any mode for any experiment. Drift is caused by viscoelastic mechanical creep of the pore shape30 and transient capacitance following switching of the applied potential.
A. Upwards (“normal”) transport

Experiment N4 (Fig. 3) demonstrates results which typify the trends observed in experiments N1-N6. In the control mode, dispersed particles passed freely through the pore. These
events have consistent size and shape, rising more sharply than they fall (Fig. 3(b)), and they
are widely distributed relative to the event width (Fig. 3(c)). The event rate increases following
application of the magnetic field, and after 20 s events become densely packed, with increased
magnitude. Close inspection of this region (Figs. 3(d) and 3(f)) reveals frequent resistive pulses
with complicated, multi-peak structures, consistent with magnetic SPSs. Figure 3(e) shows typical events after the permanent magnet was removed—very frequent, and mostly dispersed into
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FIG. 3. Data for experiment N4: (a) The entire current record, with the magnetic field applied following the first highlighted in red region, and removed after the second such region. (b) The median magnitude event from the control region,
and the simulated trace for control mode events. (c)–(e) Indicative resistive pulse patterns from “control,” “magnet present,” and “magnet removed” modes, respectively, while (f) is an expansion of the data within the green box in (d). Where
simulations are plotted, red arrows indicate individual events identified as dimers. (g) The cumulative event count. As in
(a), red bands indicate the changeover regions from where data were not collected. The total number of events was 3649,
with 267 clusters identified using the automated method with visual inspection.

single peaks of consistent size and shape, but with some overlap into large or multi-peak
events.
The cumulative event plot (Fig. 3(g)) is linear prior to application of the field (R2 ¼ 0.999),
indicating a steady event rate. The rate increased discontinuously 20 s after the magnet was
applied. With the field removed, the rate was again linear (R2 ¼ 0.995), but much increased.
“Cluster” events, identified while visually inspecting the peaks, have large and=or multi-peak
structures not recognized by automated event identification methods. Figure 3(g) shows that
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very few clusters occur when no magnetic field is applied, as expected for conventional resistive pulse experiments. After around 42 s, many clusters are observed, with rate irregularities
corresponding to those in the overall rate. With the magnet removed, clusters are identified at a
relatively steady rate, representing a lower proportion of the overall event rate than when the
magnet was present. Clusters identified following removal of the field had relatively simple
structures compared to those with the field applied (cf. Figs. 3(d)–3(f)).
Similar trends were observed in the other normal experiments (Table I). In each case, the
event rate was greater than the control rate both with the field applied and after it was
removed—albeit only marginally in experiment N5. With a magnetic field in place, either clustering or a pore blockage (or both) occurred, often following a delay. Blockages preclude clear
comparison of all three regimes (as was possible for experiment N4) in most cases.
Interpretation of these trends is shown schematically in Fig. 4. Transport in the normal control case is dominated by pressure-driven flow, focused at the pore and acting upon an even distribution of beads. Following application of the magnetic field, particles begin to form SPSs
and become more concentrated along the lower membrane surface, including near the pore entrance. There is a delay of 20 s while this happens (Figs. 2 and 3(a)). With the field in place,
clusters are detected as large, complicated, overlapping resistive pulses, occurring at an irregular rate due to steric interactions with each other and with the pore entrance. When the field is
removed, events resume at a steady rate because the particles are mostly redispersed. However,
the rate is higher than the control rate because of the raised concentration of particles near the
pore entrance, where pressure-driven flow is focused. Some clustering is observed, either caused
by remnant (hysteretic) magnetism in the particles40 or stochastically, because the average duration of a single event is a reasonable fraction of the average time between events. In experiment
N4, Dt ¼ 0.13 ms (FWHM) and T ¼ 6.4 ms following removal of the magnet.
1. Simulations

Simulated resistive pulses used in Fig. 3 were calibrated using typical events from the
control region of experiment N4. Simulated pulses effectively reproduce the median pulse
(Fig. 3(b)) when the baseline is shifted to match the event-specific baseline. The target baseline
current, magnitude, FWQM width, and asymmetry were, respectively, 138.7 nA, 0.365 nA,
0.26 ms, and maximum current at 0.31 of the FWQM. The fitted values of a, b, and c were 2.4,
28.8, and 2.7 lm, respectively, with P2  P1 ¼ 353 Pa. These parameters are consistent with
experimental values. Applied pressure was  372 6 20 Pa, and pore openings can be imaged
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),30,32–35 with specimens similar to the type used

FIG. 4. Schematic diagrams (not to scale) indicating transport trends observed in experiments. Green arrows represent average velocity vectors of magnetic beads, bead concentration is indicated by grey shading, and small black objects represent
formation of SPSs.
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(classified NP1000 by Izon Science) having typical opening radii of 2.6 and 19.7 lm when the
specimen arm length is extended to 45 mm.73 A constriction below the pore surface is suggested by the membrane topography imaged by atomic force microscopy,32 and this is not
inconsistent with confocal microscopy33 and SEM.35 Closer comparison of fitted and experimental parameters would need to incorporate uncertainty in two further values, the electrolyte
resistivity (q ¼ 0.75 X m) which is assumed homogeneous, and the membrane thickness
(d ¼ 159 lm), which is obtained using a hyperelastic material model of pore actuation.31
Fits to multiple peaks were generated by aligning simulated events with each experimental
peak, and matching the baseline current with the local experimental background. There is a
good agreement with experimental data in Fig. 3, and the simulations discriminate between
events caused by dimers, as opposed to individual particles passing through the pore in quick
succession. In Fig. 3(f), the simulated baseline current is fixed by matching the position of the
final dimer peak, equivalent to a vertical shift of 0.097 nA from the experimental baseline. For
rapid cluster detection, baseline currents are mismatched because the automated measurement
does not account for detection of many particles in quick succession.
Further simulations of various bead structures are compared in Fig. 5. For contacting
dimers and chains (Fig. 5(a)), individual beads are not distinguishable within each simulated
event, although pulse magnitude and duration increase with increasing chain length. Figure 5(a)
also shows that a pulse is larger, but narrower, when a dimer is rotated by 90 . For a tensphere chain, the current maximum occurs when most (approximately six) of the spheres lie
below the constriction, giving rise to a change in peak asymmetry.
Figure 5(b) simulates events for two particles that are not in contact. It is assumed that
each sphere moves independently in the flow field, so that when beads are at “close” approach
(i.e., nearly touching) nearer to the pore constriction, they will be more closely spaced as they
pass through the pore. Pulses for closely spaced particles can appear as wider, smaller magnitude versions of a contacting dimer. Particles become clearly distinguishable as their separation
at the pore constriction is increased. Beads will further interact through the flow field, their
magnetic dipoles, and surface forces, not considered here.
Many clusters detected in experiments had close but distinct peaks (e.g., Fig. 3(d)). Comparison with the peak spacing implied by independent bead trajectories (Fig. 5(b)) suggests that
these beads were not touching when they passed through the pore. In contrast, columnar SPSs
(Fig. 2) are predominantly formed by multiple contacting beads. The results, therefore, indicate
that the columnar SPSs lose contact and become slightly separated as they pass through the

FIG. 5. Simulated resistive pulses, calibrated using parameters for the control mode in experiment N4. (a) Simulations of
particle “chains” of various lengths translocating lengthwise, and for a dimer passing through the pore side-on. (b) Results
for a single sphere and an end-on dimer with various cases in which two particles are transported independently of each
other. Simulations are set up so that sphere surfaces are “close” (less than 50 nm apart) at some distance from the membrane
surface. This distance is indicated by the black double arrow in the inset schematic section of the pore. Particles become
more separated at the pore constriction, where the flow velocity gradient is maximized.
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pore constriction. This observation is consistent with previous observations of chains breaking
in shear flows,56 and a similar scaling argument can be applied here, by considering the hydrodynamic (Fh) and magnetic (Fm) forces between the two spheres. Fh can be estimated using
Fh  6pga0 Dv;

(4)

where a0 is the particle radius and Dv is the difference in the flow velocity field at separations
of 1 lm along the pore central axis—corresponding to the distance between adjacent bead centers. From the simulation with P2  P1 ¼ 353 Pa, the maximum value of Dv (at the pore constriction) is 13 mm s1. In the dipole approximation for the magnetic field,74
Fm ¼

3plf a02 b2 B2
;
2l0 l2p

(5)

where B is the magnetic flux density, assumed parallel to the line joining the centers of the two
spheres, and the force is attractive. l0 is the absolute permittivity of a vacuum, and lf and lp
are the permeabilities of the fluid and the particle, respectively. The factor b is equal to
(lp  lf)=(lp þ 2lf). For our experiments, the volume magnetic susceptibility of Dynabeads is
0.25 (lp  1.25),75,76 lf is approximately 1 for water, and the magnetic flux density 15 mm
from the polar face of the magnet used was 0.027 T, measured using a lakeshore 475 DSP
Gaussmeter. Using these values, the ratio Fh=Fm (similar to the Mason number) was 50, consistent with the observed bead separation.
2. Methods for identifying aggregation

It is of interest to compare different methods for detection of particle clusters, or the onset
of aggregation, during resistive pulse sensing. One such method involves monitoring the distribution of event magnitudes. In our normal experiments, the mean event size always increased
when the magnet was present, by more than the standard error (Table I). Figure 6 compares
event magnitude distributions for two experiments with apparently different aggregation characteristics. In experiment N4 (Fig. 6(a), similar to N1), aggregation was obvious: there is a
marked difference in the distribution histogram, and 20%-30% of the events identified by the
automated process were subsequently tagged as clusters during visual inspection. Clustered particles in contact (or near-contact) appeared as single or closely split peaks, with approximately
double the magnitude of peaks for individual particles. Experiment N6 (Fig. 6(b), similar to
N2) showed less clustering—only 1% or 2% of the events were clusters. Nevertheless, aggregation is apparent in the magnitude histogram. The modal peak has greater width with the field
applied, and there is a clear increase in the proportion of “shoulder” events within the dashed
green box. We can conclude that the event magnitude distribution has high sensitivity to

FIG. 6. Magnitude histograms for experiments N4 (a) and N6 (b) using data collected by the automated detection process.
The dashed green box in (b) highlights a significant variation between the “control” and “magnet present” modes.
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particle aggregation. This distribution can be compiled in real time using threshold-based automated detection, without detailed analysis of clustered events, and therefore provides a very efficient overall method for detecting aggregation.
There are other ways in which aggregation can be detected. The event rate can be monitored,
and in our experiments the rate increases when the field is applied. However, this observation is
particular to magnetic beads, whereas the magnitude distribution trend should generally apply to
any aggregation process. Conversely, adhesion models for clustering64 are not appropriate here
due to magnetic interparticle interactions but could be useful in other aggregation studies using
resistive pulse sensing. Another cluster analysis method compares the experimental distribution of
times between successive events with the expected distribution for independent events. This
stochastic distribution is monoexponential77
P0 ðdtÞ ¼ CeRdt ;

(6)

where P0(dt) is the probability that following an event, zero events will occur in the time interval dt, C is a normalizing constant, and R is the average rate (number per second) at which
events occur. According to Eq. (6), a log-linear plot of the normalized proportion of intervals
between events as a function of dt should be linear, with a gradient of  R. In the plot for
experiment N1 (Fig. 7(a)), in which extensive clustering occurred, the left-most data point deviates significantly from linear when the field is applied, indicating a large proportion of events
that occur very close together in time. This is a signature for clustering, and clearly contrasts
with the control data. For experiment N6, an increase in rate with the applied field is apparent,
but there is no deviation from a linear trend. It is possible that a relatively high proportion of
clusters passing through the pore in experiment N6 remain in contact, so that clustered beads
are not recognized as being correlated. For aggregation investigations, this analysis of the time
between events is less sensitive than observation of the magnitude distribution.
B. Top-to-bottom (“reverse”) transport

In reverse experiments, transport was dominated by downwards flow from the gravitational
head within the fluid cell—no pressure was applied to the system by the manometer. The direction in which a particle passes through the pore can be identified using the asymmetry of the
resistive pulse (Ref. 35, Fig. 8). The majority of events occurred via top-to-bottom transport in
reverse experiments, and observation of these events was serendipitous, because the hypothesis
had been that only bottom-to-top transport would be observed, and only after the magnetic field
was applied. Therefore, the solution introduced to the upper fluid cell did not contain SPMs,
and few events (between 2 and 9 s1) were observed in the control mode. Beads that did pass
through the pore were probably residual from earlier experiments, having persisted (perhaps
within the cone of the pore itself) during rinsing and drying of the pore.

FIG. 7. The distribution of time between events for experiments N1 (a) and N6 (b), plotted against the natural log of normalized frequency. The straight lines are linear fits to the data, which were collected using the automated detection process.
The green ring in (a) highlights data, which deviate significantly from the linear fit.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of median events from control runs of experiments N1 and R1, which have respective peak heights of
0.46 and 0.44 nA, and FWHM widths of 0.12 and 0.58 ms. The measured current is plotted with the baseline current local
to each event subtracted, and each peak has been shifted so that the maximum coincides with time ¼ 0. Inset, normal and
reverse events occur in quick succession with a magnetic field in place, indicating competing transport mechanisms.

Despite the relative paucity of data (Table I), reverse experiments provided some interesting
observations. The mean FWHM duration was larger (Fig. 8) and more variable, ranging from
0.23 to 1.16 ms in control experiments, compared with a range of 0.10 to 0.13 ms for normal control experiments. Slow transport of particles through the pore is due to the pressure in the reverse
configuration, which is a relatively small and opposes electrophoretic transport. There is a greater
variation in the duration statistics because fractional uncertainty in the pressure is relatively large.
Competition between transport mechanisms was also observed (Fig. 8), appearing comparable to
variation of particle dynamics near the entrance to a 150 nm diameter Si3N4 pore, recently
observed using electrophoretically driven 85 nm silica spheres.24
In all reverse experiments, the event rate decreased with the magnet present, and experiment R3 suggests that the rate increases following removal of the field. Interpretation of the
competing transport mechanisms is shown (alongside the normal case) in Fig. 4. In the reverse
configuration, pressure-driven flow drives remnant particles downwards through the cone prior
to application of the field. With the field applied, magnetophoresis opposes this pressure-driven
flow, which is focused at the pore constriction. Transport of particles downwards from above
the membrane and within the cone is slowed or reversed. Magnetic transport also dominates
below the membrane, where there is a greater concentration of beads. However, magnetic transport is not focused at the constriction to the same extent as pressure-driven flow. For a homogeneous vertical magnetic field, the average downwards velocity of a bead is maximized at the
constriction. The horizontal velocity below the membrane is directed away from the pore opening, so the bead concentration near this opening is depleted. Therefore, few (or no) bottom-totop events are observed, despite dominance of upwards magnetophoretic transport over most of
the system. No significant aggregation was observed in reverse experiments, because few events
were observed at all with the magnet in place.
This interpretation is supported by an estimate of the relative contributions of the transport
mechanisms. The magnetophoretic force on the bead is40
Fmph ¼

Vv
ðB:rÞB;
l0

(7)

where v is the volumetric magnetic susceptibility and V is the particle volume. In a dipole field,
rB  3B=a, where a is the distance between the dipole and the particle, along the direction of
the dipole. Equation (4) gives the hydrodynamic force, where the appropriate value for Dv here
is the flow field velocity. Simulations indicate that the maximum velocity at the pore
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constriction, which scales linearly with pressure, is around 50 mm s1 when  352 Pa is applied.
The velocity in a half-space far from the constriction can be approximated by conserving the
volume flow rate through a half-spherical surface. In the reverse configuration
(P2  P1 ¼ 20 Pa), hydrodynamic and magnetophoretic forces are equal for beads approximately
80 lm from the pore constriction. When a bead is closer to the pore, focused pressure-driven
flow is expected to dominate magnetophoresis.
Finally, we note secondary effects of electronic charge, not considered above. The DC
dielectrophoretic force on a particle is78


FDEP ¼ 2pa03 m fCM rE2 ;

(8)

where m is the electrolyte absolute permittivity and the magnitude of the electric field E can
be calculated based on the modelled electric field.34,35 Conservatively assuming highly conductive beads, so that the Claussius-Mossotti factor fCM  1, we estimate that FDEP approaches
17% of the electrophoretic force at the pore constriction, where the electric field gradient is
largest. FDEP is directed towards the constriction, so pulse asymmetry could be slightly affected
when pressure-driven flow is relatively small, as in “reverse” experiments.
The attractive force between induced dipoles on two separated spheres is79
06



Fdipole ¼ 24pa m

DfCM E
3
D  2a03 fCM

2
;

(9)

where D is the distance between sphere centres. In a normal experiment, the force between particles in close proximity is greater than 20% of the estimated magnetic force (Eq. (5)) only
when the particle moves to within 1 lm of the constriction, where Fdipole is maximised. Away
from the constriction, or when no magnetic field is applied, the experiments confirm that electric dipole attraction does not result in clustering comparable with magnetic SPS formation.
Streaming phenomena were not significant in this work. In a long cylinder with a thin double layer, the streaming current is approximately80
Istream ¼

m fwall A dP
;
g
dz

(10)

where fwall is the zeta potential at the cylinder wall and A is the sectional pore area. For our
experiments, estimates of the corresponding streaming potential (conservatively using 20 lm
pore radius, fwall ¼ 100 mV, and the greatest applied pressure) give a value less than 0.1% of
the applied potential.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Our experiments have demonstrated resistive pulse sensing of 1 lm magnetic beads using
tunable pore technology. This appears to provide a very promising platform for detection of
micro- and nanoparticle aggregation, particularly magnetic particle clustering in biosensing
applications. Competition between transport mechanisms can explain comparative trends in the
event rates when particles travel in both directions through the asymmetric pore, with and without a magnetic field applied. The field is near-uniform in comparison with pressure-driven flow,
which is focused within and near the pore. Use of magnetophoresis as a switchable “body”
force could provide a basis for controlling particle concentrations in resistive pulse sensing.
Particle dipole moments induced in the magnetic field also generate interparticle forces,
and ultimately formation of SPSs. The onset of clustering was efficiently detected by monitoring the pulse magnitude distribution resulting from automated event identification. Data
collected and analyzed in fewer than 5 min showed an increase in the mean pulse magnitude
during clustering, raising the prospect of dynamic tracking of aggregation. Further information
on clustering was drawn from the distribution of intervals between events, and comparison of
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simulated events with the resistive pulse record. Simulations allow clusters of various sizes to
be identified and distinguished from each other. Events caused by particles in contact with each
other (or very close proximity) should appear as a single pulse, with a greater magnitude than
the corresponding pulse for an individual particle. Numerous split peaks observed in the experimental record, therefore, suggest hydrodynamic separation of columnar magnetic SPSs as they
moved through the pore, in agreement with scaling law calculations.
Future directions could include development of automated methods for identifying clusters
within current histories, depending on the level of detail required for an application. Reconciliation of simulated and experimental baselines remains a difficulty, due to baseline drift and the
cumulative effect of many events in a short space of time. Simulations could be expanded to
account for interactions between beads, off-axis particles, and charge effects, which become important for smaller scale systems, or when the pressure difference across the sensing channel is
small.
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